No fresh information.

100.2j* Wadjabantay  ? Blackall - Glenusk  L41 (AIAS L39)
    (100.1o) area (T's map)

    Wadjabantay (T, AC, O'G, 'RLS'), Wadjabantay (AIAS)

A vocabulary in Curr by Dudley & Williams (Vol. III, pp. 76-7, No. 154) may be this language (GB). There is a possibility this is not a language name at all (see introduction to this section).

[100.1p Guunggari See under Kapu Subgroup, 101.1a*. ]

100.3a* Yiningay See 'RLS'
    (100.1q) L20 (AIAS L41)

    Yiningay (T, O'G, SAW, AC, 'RLS', AIAS), Dalebura (Howitt), Mootaburra (S. of M.) ?, Yiningay (AIAS)

Breen thinks Curr's word list by Ahern may be this language as well as the anonymous list in Science of Man labelled "Mootaburra".

100.3b* Yambina See 'RLS'
    (100.1r) E40 (AIAS E51)

    Yambina (T), Yambina (AC, orig. AIAS, O'G, 'RLS'), Yambina (SAW, AIAS)

    No present day information.

100.3c* Barna See 'RLS'
    (100.1s) E7 (AIAS E53)

    Barna (SAW, O'G, AC, 'RLS', AIAS)

    No current information.

100.3d* Barada See 'RLS'
    (100.1t) E6 (AIAS E48)

    Barada (T, SAW, AC, AIAS, O'G, 'RLS')

    No information.